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If you know anyone who may enjoy this 
newsletter please let them know that they 
can subscribe at: 
www.KeepingChickensNewsletter.com 

  
March 2016 

 
 
Hi 
 
Welcome to my Keeping Chickens Newsletter. 
 
Thanks to everyone who has sent in their keeping chickens tips, stories and 
photos etc. - as usual, if you have anything chicken related (tips, photos, stories, 
questions, coops etc.) you'd like to share in future issues of the newsletter or blog 
posts then just email news@self-sufficient-life.com and I will do my best to 
answer / include them.  
 
 
 
Best Wishes 
Gina 
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Subscriber Letters 
 
Jim L : One summer day 1 egg hatched in the coop for the first time. One week 
later he escaped the fenced in yard area into Jake's yard. Jake was a 105 lb 
Rottweiler who patrolled my 5 acres in the country.  
 

 
 

He started barking strangely so I went over to the coop and there was Jake 
barking at the chick who was dragging himself by his wings. He stopped barking 
when I picked up the chick to care for him. I called the vet and he told me what 
to do and to wait. About one week later, after pathetically floundering around in 
the shavings, I went in to see him and he was standing up and walking chirping 
away. As you can imagine the mother hen was happy to see him.  
 
From then on the birds free ranged with Jake as their protector. The little chick 
became a terrific rooster. True story!  
 

 

 

 
200 Eggs a Year 

 
Chicken Care Guide 

 
CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS  

 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/200-eggs-chicken-care-guide/
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Viki : What is your opinion of getting 4 chicks, 2 ducklings and 2 keets at the  
same time and raising them together? Do you see that to be a potential  
problem? How old should they be if you feel it was okay to do that? 
 
My Reply : It's probably not advisable. There have been several subscribers in 
the past who have started to raise chicks and ducklings together so it perhaps 
does work out fine in some cases (I don't know if any have raised keets, 
ducklings and chicks together). I think the main potential problems come as they 
get a little older. The ducklings are a lot messier (mainly due to their love of 
water) which creates a lot of dampness and mess which isn't ideal for the chicks 
and they also tend to be bigger and can trample the chicks when they get to a 
few weeks old. As teenagers a Drake can be a lot bigger than the pullets and has 
been known to do some serious damage (broken legs etc) if he decides to mate 
with them. If you do try raising them together it is probably best to have a plan b 
in mind just in case you do have to separate them all again. 
 
Darlene : I Have a flock of 15:  Barred Rock, Buffs, Americana & Cuckoos, I 
enjoy them & your newsletter very much.  I especially enjoyed the February 
issue and the image of Tony Stygal’s hens running for their treats.  Whenever I 
throw anything off my back deck my girls come running at full speed out of 
nowhere!  It is funny!!   I also had a hen that was given to me and didn’t know 
how old she was, but she lived with us for 10 years and laid double yolks 
everyday until her passing.   Thanks! 
 
MaryAnn : Hi Gina - I wanted to reiterate your info on wound care. My barred 
rock "Pickles" was mauled by the neighbor's german shepherd when she strayed 
off our property. I figured she wouldn't make it having lost 1/3 of her feathers 
and a 2 x 3 inch chunk of flesh removed from her backside and several smaller 
wounds behind her neck and under her wings. I brought her to a friend who is a 
retired veterinarian.  
 

She immediately made up a gallon jug of antiseptic - 1 Tbsp of bleach and some 
baking soda. I told her I used peroxide but she didn't think that should continue 
since it wouldn't promote healing. The vet cut away any feathers that might stick 
to the wound. I rinsed Pickles' wound 2-3 times per day, applied some neosporin 
antibiotic spray that also contained a pain killer and kept her in a crate in the 
house for a couple weeks. The Vet suggested that we give her some antibiotics 
orally. It turns out I had a bottle of amoxicilin capsules. For a 5 pound bird she 
calculated that I could give her a third of a capsule twice a day. I dipped bits of 
cheese in the powder and Pickles ate them up. I ended up marking her eggs so as 
to not feed others antibiotics. I actually scrambled and cooked those eggs & fed 
them back to her. She has now been moved back into the coop and is growing 
back most of those lost feathers. MaryAnn D. Massachusetts 
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Jim : Hi Gina, I was wondering if there is a minimum outside temperature you 
would put chicks into a coop? Is 30 degrees ok for 2-3 week old birds? They 
would have a heat lamp overhead. I've lost 40 birds this past year to predators 
and I'm down to 1 bird. I want to repopulate but I don't want to rush.  

 
My Reply : As long as their area of the 
coop can be kept warm enough and they 
are safe it doesn't really matter when they 
go out into the coop. The usual time for 
chicks to leave their mother hen is around 
5-8 weeks old by which time they usually 
will have their adult feathers, but will still 
probably not be quite as hardy as fully 
adult chickens. In the brooder it is 
recommended to drop the supplied warmth 
by 5 degrees every week so by 3 weeks old 
they would need to be at around 85 

degrees Fahrenheit (which I think is around 30 celsius), 4 weeks old at around 
80 degrees, 5 weeks old around 75 degrees, 6 weeks 70 degrees, 7 weeks 65 
degrees, 8 weeks 60 degrees etc. Any additional heat source should be secured 
somewhere where they can not try to perch on it or knock it down (it doesn't 
happen very often but heat lamps have been known to cause coop fires by falling 
down or being set up too close to straw etc.) They also need to be able to get 
away from the heat if they want to. 
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Ralph H : During the winter months I use a heat lamp set on a timer in the 
chicken house. The wiring and securing to position were all done correctly. The 
problem was with the bulb, it had separated from its own screw base (not the 
lamp shield's base) and fell to the floor. I thought there was no way that hot bulb 
would fall.  
 

What anyone who uses heat lamps needs to know is that this can happen. Always 
use the wire shield's that come with most heat lamp shades and reinforce them 
with extra wire to catch the bulb should it come apart. 
 

Luckily my heat lamp bulb hadn't started a fire, however discovering it laying on 
the straw in the morning was a warning I wanted to share with all. 
 

 
 
Francesca : I would like to respond to HP Thorne in this months newsletter who 
is keeping and hatching out bantam chickens for pleasure. I have had many 
bantams and never had a problem keeping the tiny chicks with the full size ones. 
I had bantam Auraucauna both rumped and rumpless as well as right now Mille 
Fleurs and they all got along fine. The only problem I ever had was having a 
bantam Auraucauna set on some naked neck chick eggs along with her own. The 
instant the first Naked Neck chick hatched Mom killed it. Two other chicks had 
hatched and were fine. I watched closely for the next NN one to hatch and she 
immediately attacked and pecked it. I quickly moved the baby to a brooder along 
with a couple of eggs which hatched later. She took great care of her own chicks 
and of one other full size non Naked Neck chick but not those "foreigners"!  
Francesca Austin/Oakland 
 
Elaine : Have you ever removed the talons on adult rosters, I am having a 
problem with the hens backs being sliced from the talons 
 
My Reply : I haven’t personally done it. There are a couple of methods from 
subscribers on the blog here :  
http://successwithpoultry.blogspot.co.uk/2014/01/removing-spurs-from-rooster-or-hen.html 
 

http://www.tedswoodworkplans.net
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Cassandra : Hello. I am so thankful for your 
newsletter. It's nice to be able to read and 
learn from others with chickens. I've 
included a photo of my Rhode Island Red 
hen who my son has named Sweet Pea. This 
girl is not quite a year old and is like a part 
of the family. She’s always visiting the 
neighbors and "talks" to you when you talk 
to her.  She has even survived 4 dog attacks 
on the flock! The first attack claimed 2 
chickens, the second attack took 4, the third 
wiped out my flock except for her and the 
last attack was on her. She was gone for 2 
days and we had feared the worst, but then 
she showed up missing only a few feathers. 
She's one tough bird! We have had to repair 
our coop twice (the third and fourth attack 
the dog broke down the coop door!) And 
we've had to repair our fencing (from the last 
attack) where the dog went through it.  
Anyway, I'm writing you to share Sweet 
Peas story with you. I can promise you that 
we do everything we can to keep her safe, 
but it seems she's happiest sleeping in our 
carport (where nothing has ever attacked her, 
lol). Thank you for taking the time to listen 

to her story...oh, and if you have any tips on keeping that dog out feel free to 
give me pointers ;) Thanks again! Cassandra from SC 
 
My Reply : She is obviously quite a character :-) I don’t blame her for wanting 
to sleep in the carport. That dog sounds like a nightmare. Other than top to 
bottom (and even underground to stop diggers) strong wire one thing that just 
occurred to me as another safety measure could be to set up a live trap to catch 
the repeat offender. Several years ago subscriber Fred had success with a live 
trap he set up and kindly shared the instructions with us all,  he said at the time 
“Since my initial success of catching the dog, I have caught my cat twice and 
another neighbor's (stupid) dog 4 times. Also, 1 large 'possum’.”  You can get 
the details for it here :  
http://www.keepingchickensnewsletter.com/site/freds-varmint-trap  
 
Greg : We  made new chicken coop ,single nesting box 5'x14" all open no more 
fighting over box space egg production is back up.. P.s. top is sloped w/hing for 
ez access. 
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Margaret : Hi Gina, Thanks for keeping up with the newsletter.  Here are a 
couple pics. 
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Kim : This is in response to Andrea who lives in MN. (From the Feb 16 issue) 
 
I also live in Minnesota up on the Iron Range. I’ve had chickens for 12 years and 
have learned a lot – some by trial and error and some from very good tips in this 
newsletter. It was in the newsletter where I read to use dried leaves from the fall 
as bedding in a coop. I’m into my fifth year now and there is NOTHING better! 
It only requires some raking work in the fall. I make sure to rake my maple 
leaves (any kind will be fine) when it’s dry. I bag them up in lawn bags and store 
in my pole barn where it’s dry. I haven’t had any issue whatsoever with smell or 
parasites. We clean the coop thoroughly in the spring and in the fall, then spread 
out leaves, sprinkle Diatomaceous  or some sort of poultry dust on the leaves and 
in nesting boxes (which I use wood shavings for them)  My inside coop is about 
10’x12’ and even when it reaches 90 above there is no smell.  The poop drops to 
the leaves and falls through them and begins composting immediately. It almost 
ends up like dirt and I don’t even use anything but that waste in my flower 
boxes. Again – no smell! I use two heat lamps in my coop through winter once it 
gets below 20 degrees. Simply because if one bulb burns out, at least there is still 
heat. Once they’re used to that heat, it’s hard on them when suddenly plunged 
into the cold. At -35 it’ll be about 16 in the coop and they handle it well. Must be 
happy because most have lived to a ripe age of 8-10 years old and still produce 
eggs intermittently. Hope this helps you out! 
 
 

Burt : Looking forward to the site.. I live in a small village and we had a horrible 
time with our council to get chickens.. Finally, they have a bylaw so that we can 
but,, huge restrictions.. Anyone living within 200 feet of the chicken owners 
property has the right to say no or yes for us to have chickens..  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Ten Acres Enough 
How A Very Small Farm May Be Made To Keep A 

Very Large Family  
 

A self-sufficiency classic, in this book Edmund details 
the first 3 years of his 'back to the land' experience and 
explains honestly what worked for him and what did not. 
 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS 
 

 
 
 
 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/tenacresenough/
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David : Hi Gina, the first picture is my old chicken house at Belleview.  
The second picture is the chicken house at the acreage we just rented at 
McCreary. We are going to fix it up and get some Plymouth Barred Rocks this 
spring. One of these days I'm hoping to get to Kennedy, SK and pick up my 
1957 Chevrolet 1500 school bus. I raised lots of chickens in it! Wish I had a 
picture of it. Regards, David Messenger 
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George :  Hope all is well with 
you.  Have a question about my 2 
yr old RIR hen. Yesterday I was 
collecting eggs and found one that 
had blood covering most of the 
egg.  This is first time in my 3 
years of raising chickens to see 
this.  At night I went into the coop 
and checked there butts for blood 
or problems but didn't find 
anything. Is this something that 
happens once in a while, egg 
wasn't overly large, or could there 
be something more serious 
wrong?  Thanks again, George. 
PS : Picture of my 
Egyptian Fayoumis 5 months old, 
so pretty. 
 
My Reply : Blood on an egg can 
happen occasionally and usually 
doesn’t mean that there is 
anything particularly wrong. It 
might just mean that she strained a 
bit more than normal on that 
occasion; perhaps the egg was a 
little larger, or the tract not as 
lubricated. It may even be that the 

blood has come from somewhere else (I found some over eggs in the nestbox 
once which turned out to be from a cut toe). 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Guinea Fowl 
 

A Guide To Raising Guineas 
 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS  

 
 
 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/guinea-fowl-2/

